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Abstract

A particular interpretation of Mach’s Principle led us to consider if it was possible to have a globally
inertial universe that was irreducibly associated with a non-trivial global matter distribution, Roscoe
[2002a]. This question received a positive answer, subject to thecondition that the global matter dis-
tribution is necessarily fractal,D = 2. The purpose of the present paper is to show how general grav-
itational processes arise in this universe. We begin by showing how classical Newtonian gravitational
processes arise from point-source perturbations of thisD = 2 inertial background. We are then able
to use the insights gained from this initial analysis to arrive at a general theory for arbitrary material
distributions. We illustrate the process by using it to model an idealized spiral galaxy. One particular
subclass of solutions, corresponding tologarithmicspirals, has already been extensively tested (Roscoe
[1999a], [2002b]), and shown to resolve dynamical data over large samples of optical rotation curves
(ORCs) with a very high degree of statistical precision.

Whilst the primary purpose of the data analysis of Roscoe [1999a] was to test the predictions of
the logarithmic spiral theory, it led directly to the discovery of a major new phenomenology in spiral
discs - that ofdiscrete dynamical classes- initially reported in Roscoe [1999b] and comprehensively
confirmed in Roscoe [2002b] over four large independent samples of ORCs. In this paper, we analyse
the theory more comprehensively, and show how the discrete dynamical classes phenomenology has a
ready explanation in terms of an algebraic consistency condition which must necessarily be satisfied.

Of equal significance, we apply the theory with complete success to the detailed modelling of a
sample of eight Low Surface Brightness spirals (LSBs) which, hitherto, have been succesfully modelled
only by the MOND algorithm (Modified Newtonian Dynamics, Milgrom [1983a], [1983b], [1983c]).
The CDM models have failed comprehensively when applied to LSBs. We are able to conclude that
the essence of the MOND algorithm must be contained within the presented theory.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Review of Preliminary Work:

General Relativity can be considered as a theory of what happens to predetermined clocks and rods in
the presence of material systems (material here is understood in its widest sense). By contrast, the theory
being discussed here can be considered as a primitive, but fundamental, theory of how clocks and rods
arise in the first place within material systems.

The preliminary work (Roscoe [2002a]) was driven by the idea that it is impossible to conceive of
physical (metric) space in theabsenceof material systems, and that it is similarly impossible to conceive
of physical time in the absence ofprocesswithin these material systems. Following upon this, we took
the point of view that any fundamental theory of space & time must then necessarily have the property
that, within it, it is impossible to talk about metrical space & physical time in the absence of any material
system. In effect, this is the view that notions of material systems are logically prior to notions of clocks
& rods, and that these latter notions are somehowprojectedout of prior relations which exists between the
individual elements which make up the former.

We began by noting that the most simple form of space & time we can conceive is that of inertial space
& time - that is, a space & time within which the relations between clocks and rods are fixed. And then,
keeping to the spirit of the basic idea, we posed the questions:

• Can a globally inertial space & time be associated with a non-trivial global matter distribution ?

• And, if so, what are the general properties of this distribution ?

These questions were addressed within the context of an extremely simple model universe populated by
particles which possessed only the property ofenumerability, and within which there were no predeter-
mined ideas of clocks & rods. It was required that these concepts should emerge from the general analysis.
To simplify the initial development, it was originally assumed that the model universe was stationary. It
transpired that this assumption was equivalent to choosinga one-clock quasi-classical model, whilst re-
laxing the assumption was equivalent to choosing a two-clock relativistic model. The work of this paper
is based upon the one-clock quasi-classical development.

The original questions were then answered as follows: a globally inertial space & time can be associ-
ated with a non-trivial matter distribution, and this distribution is necessarily fractalD = 2. However, it
transpires that the particles in this matter distribution cannot reasonably be identified with ordinary matter
since (in crude terms) the particles all appear to be in states of randomly directed uniform motion, but
with identical speeds of magnitudev0. In other words, the distribution has some of the attributesof a
quasi-photon gas and, for this reason, we interpreted it as arudimentary model of a material vacuum. A
closer investigation then shows that, in fact, whilstv0 has the dimensions of speed, it is more properly
interpreted as a conversion factor between length scales and temporal scales - in this sense,v0 is more like
Bondi’s interpretation ofc. It follows from this that the material vacuum itself appears to have the role of
arbitrating between length scales and temporal scales.

We then noted that, if ordinary matter could, somehow, condense out of thisD = 2 material vacuum
then we would have a universe of ordinary matter which is in close accord with what is actually observed
in galaxy counts out to medium distances - that is, on these medium scales, the material distribution in the
form of galaxies has vanishingly small accelerations and isdistributed in a quasi-fractal form withD ≈ 2.



1.2 The Emergence of Gravitation

Once one has a particular conception of ‘inertial space & time’ (for example, that of Newtonian theory,
or that of Einstein’s special relativity), a theory of gravitation effectively follows as a perturbation of that
particular inertial space & time.

For example, in the Newtonian context, such perturbations are interpreted as the introduction ofgravi-
tational forcesinto a previously force-free environment whilst, in the Einsteinien case, they are interpreted
as the introduction ofcurvatureinto a flat spacetime manifold. In the present case, they are literally per-
turbations of theD = 2 distribution of material in the rudimentary model vacuum. Since theD = 2
distribution is irreducibly associated with clocks & rods in a fixed relationship with each other, it follows
that any perturbation fromD = 2 will necessarily entail distortions of the clocks & rods relationship, and
will therefore give rise to what are conventionally calledgravitational processes.

1.3 Qualitative Gravitational Mechanisms

Newton introduced the idea offorce into discourse about the world through his mechanics, and his Law
of Gravitation can be viewed as a recipe quantifying the amount of force acting between two massive
bodies. However, Newton famously said that he had no idea what constituted the fundamental essence of
this gravitational force and today, the whole theory is simply accepted as an enormously successful and
useful means of describing the phenomenology.

Exactly the same can be said of General Relativity: that is, gravitational processes are said to arise
in this theory when the flat spacetime manifold becomes curved by the presence of mass. The field
equations can be viewed simply as the recipe which quantifiesthe amount of curvature created by a given
distribution of mass. But, as with Newtonian theory, themechanism by which this is achieved is absent.
So, at one level, General Relativity can be considered as simply an alternative means of describing the
phenomenology - albeit one which applies in far more extremecircumstances.

The case of the present theory is different: the search for agravitational mechanism was emphatically
not part of our original thinking and, in the main body of thispaper, we pay no attention at all to the
likely nature of any such mechanism. We simply perform a formal perturbation analysis of theD = 2
inertial universe, and the analysis is played out geometrically on a curved manifold using largely familiar
techniques. However, regardless of this, it is impossible not to realize that a genuine mechanism has
automatically presented itself. Specifically, we have mentioned that the material in the idealizedD = 2
inertial universe behaves like a quasi-photon gas, and thatgravitational processes arise when thisD = 2
distribution is perturbed - in particular, point-wise spherically symmetric perturbations are interpreted as
being due to the presence of conventional point masses. One is then immediately forced to conclude that
the point-mass perturbs by acting as either asource or asink of quasi-photon gas. Suppose it is a sink, and
that its mass simply quantifies the amount of absorption going on; then, when two such absorbing masses
are placed in theD = 2 universe, they will partly shade each other from the global quasi-photon flux,
and will therefore experience a net external pressure acting to push them together. That is, agravitational
force arises. We merely note that such explicit mechanisms have been proposed before: the difference
here is that theabsorber mechanism has arisen from deeper considerations which were not themselves
concerned with mechanisms at all.



1.4 Overview of Results

The theory, as we have so far developed it, is quasi-classical insofar as it is a one-clock model. This
restriction is not structural - as we point out in Roscoe [2002a] - but was imposed in order not to obscure
the central arguments of the original development. However, it does mean that any gravitation theory
which is based upon this particular formal development of inertial space & time can only be applicable
to weak-field regimes. Hence, here we restrict ourselves to showing how classical Newtonian theory is
reproduced, and to the application of the theory to model an idealized spiral disc - one without a central
bulge and with perfect cylindrical symmetry in the disc. A particular subclass of solutions, corresponding
to logarithmic spirals, predicts that the circular velocities should behave according toV = ARα where
(A, α) are parameters which vary between discs, and whereα must necessarily satisfy a certain algebraic
consistency condition. In the first instance, we ignored this consistency condition and focussed on the basic
power-law model. This simplified model has been extensivelytested on several very large samples (900,
1182, 497 and 305 objects respectively) in Roscoe [1999a] and Roscoe [2002b], and shown to resolve the
data with a remarkable statistical precision.

However, in the course of the initial study, a major new phenomenology was discovered - that of
discrete dynamical classesin spiral discs. This has been the subject of an initial study, Roscoe [1999b],
and a comprehensive later study involving the four large samples, Roscoe [2002b], which confirmed the
phenomenology at the level of statistical certainty.

This latter discovery caused us to reconsider the initiallyignoredα-consistency condition, and we
found that its algebraic form provides all the structure required to understand thediscrete dynamical
classesphenomenology. Thus, we can potentially understand the newphenomenology as the physical
manifestation of an algebraic consistency condition that must necessarily be satisfied in order for solutions
of the complete system to exist.

Finally, we apply the theory with complete success to the detailed modelling of a sample of eight
Low Surface Brightness spirals (LSBs). The point of choosing such objects is primarily because they
are so diffuse that, according to the canonical viewpoint, they must consist of> 99% dark matter to be
gravitationally bound. This is to be compared with, typically, > 95% dark matter for ordinary spirals.

1.5 The MOND Connection

Finally, we infer from the succcess of the theory that it mustintrinsically provide a theoretical basis for the
MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics) programe of Milgrom [1983a], [1983b], [1983c]. In considering
the flat rotation curve problem of spiral galaxies, Milgrom had the idea that, perhaps, in extremely weak
gravitational fields (g << 10−10ms−2), the nature of Newtonian gravitational mechanics changedin such
a way that flat rotation curves were the natural result. The notable thing about MOND is that, whilst it
was designed to address one particular phenomenology - thatof the flat rotation curve in galaxy discs - it
has enjoyed impressive success in a variety of quite distinct circumstances, making several preditions that
have subsequently been verified - and any one of which could have falsified the theory. On any objective
measure, the performance of the one-parameter MOND model issuperior to that of the multi-parameter
Cold Dark Matter model. See for example, de Blok & McGaugh [1998] and McGaugh & de Blok [1998a],
[1998b]. The primary difficulty for the MOND programme has been that there is no underlying theory to
support it. By virtue of the present theory’s complete success in modelling the LSB sample, we infer that
it must contain the quantitative essence of the MOND algorithm.



2 Review of Fundamental Arguments

Although the mathematical machinery used in Roscoe [2002a] is essentially straightforward, the ideas and
forms of argument used in that development will be unfamiliar to most readers. Therefore, a short review
of the process employed will probably be useful here.

The basic aim was to give expression to a particular form of Mach’s Principle - essentially the idea that
within the framework of a properly fundamental theory it should be impossible to conceiveemptyphysical
space & time. This was achieved, briefly, via the following process:

• Note that, on a large enough scale (> 108 lightyears, say) it is possible, in principle, to write down
an approximate functional relation giving the amount of mass (determined bycountingparticles)
contained within a given spherical volume,M ≈ F (R);

• SinceM will be a monotonic function ofR, we can invert this latter expression to getR ≈ G(M);

• Whilst it is conventional to suppose thatM ≈ F (R) is logically prior toR ≈ G(M), there is no
natural imperative dictating that wecannotreverse the logical priorities;

• That is, we are at liberty to suppose thatR ≈ G(M) is the prior relationship so that, in effect, the
radius of a sphere is defined in terms of the amount of mass contained within it. In other words,
we have made it impossible to define a radial measure in the absence of material. This is the first
critical step towards the Machian theory required;

• Once we have a radial measure, defined in terms ofM , we can define a coordinate system allowing
us to label points in the space and to specify displacements in the space. But we have no means of
associating aninvariant lengthto any such displacement - there is no metric yet;

• To obtain a qualitative idea of metric, we made the followingthought experiment: An observer
floats without effort through a featureless landscape. But this observer will have no sense of distance
travelled - there is no metric. By contrast, suppose now thatthe landscape possesses many distinctive
landmarks. Now there will be a powerful sense of distance travelled imposed by the continually
changing relationships between the landmarks and the observer. In other words, the observer’s
changing perspective of the landscape provides him with the means to make qualitative judgements
of the magnitudes of his displacements in that landscape. Weare able to use this idea to obtain a
quantitative definition of a metric within the model universe described below;

• Define a model universe consisting of particles (not assumed to be in a static relationship to each
other) possessingonly the property of enumerability (we have in mind thatmassis fundamentally a
measure of theamountof material, and therefore determinable by a counting process), and suppose
that there is at least one point about which the distributionis spherical;

• There is no notion oftime yet but, even so, we have to distinguish between the possibilities of
non-evolvingandevolvingmodel universes. This distinction turns out to be the distinction between
a non-relativistic universe and a relativistic one and, to simplify matters in the first instance, we
supposed that the model universe was non-evolving;

• The latter two points giveR = G(M) → M = F (R). The particles within any given level surface
of M are then taken to define the landmarks within our landscape, and a straightforward modelling



process then allows us to use thechanging perspectives idea above to define a metric within the
model universe. We found:

gab ≡ ∇a∇bM ≡ ∂2M
∂xa∂xb

− Γk
ab

∂M
∂xk

,

whereM is a simple linear function ofM(R), andΓk
ab is chosen to be the metric affinity. This

choice is made because it guarantees that appropriate generalizations of the divergence theorems
exist - which is necessary if we are to have conservation lawsin the model universe.

3 Gravitation: General Comments

3.1 Newtonian Theory and Point-Mass Perturbations

We have stated, in§1.1, thatM in theD = 2 equilibrium universe can be properly considered as a classical
representation of a material vacuum within which the particles (or quasi-photons) arbitrate between length
and time scales in a way which is reminiscent of Bondi’s interpretation ofc.

But what about gravitational processes in such a universe? If they exist at all, they can only arise via
perturbation processes in the material vacuum generated byconventionally understood point-mass sources.
Given this, and thinking crudely in terms of the quasi-photons each moving with a speedv0 (remember,v0

is actually a conversion factor having dimensions of speed), it quickly becomes apparent thatgravitational
effectsbetween two such point-masses are most readily understood in terms of each point-mass partially
shading the other from vacuum particle collisions, so that each picks up a net momentum towards the
other, as if attracted by a gravitational force. Of course, the emergence of Newtonian Gravitation for the
case of the single point-mass perturbation is the first necessary condition that must be met, if the foregoing
picture is to be given credence. This condition is shown to bemet in appendices§A, §B and§C.

TheN-body theory is developed by considering the perturbationsgenerated in the material vacuum
by finite ensembles of point-mass particles in appendices§D, §E, §F and§G. However, in the course of
this development, a subtlety arises concerning the interpretation ofM: specifically, in the equilibrium
universe,M(r) simply describes the distribution of vacuum mass about any centre (it is fractal,D = 2).
But, when the equilibrium universe becomes perturbed by a finite ensemble of point-mass particles, then:

• In order to describe the changing states of motion of a specified point-mass particle, the vacuum
mass ‘seen’ by that particle (that is, that component of vacuum mass which acts to cause a change
in motion) must be defined;

• The unique association of a specified point-mass particle with a particular vacuum mass distribution
is accomplished in the analysis of§D, which shows how the requirement for linear momentum
conservation within the finite point-mass ensemble impliesthat the vacuum mass ‘seen’ by a particle
of massm at positionr (defined with respect to the ensemble mass centre) must have the functional
formM ≡ M(mr). Equivalently, this implies that the vacuum mass ‘seen’ by apoint-mass particle
of unit mass at positionr is given byM(r).



3.2 Continuum Perturbations: A Necessary Conjecture

We show, in appendix§B, how a perfectly workable quasi-Newtonian point-source theory arises from
a point-mass perturbation of the equilibrium vacuum. However, our primary interest is in gravitational
processes within extended material distributions. But, for these, we have no means of giving a quantitative
definition to the corresponding vacuum mass distribution,M(r) - we have only been able to write down
a probable general structure in§F. Therefore, we must necessarily rely upon the following qualitative
arguments:

Bearing in mind that the vacuum mass ‘seen’ by a particular point-mass particle is actually some
measure of thediscrepancybetween theD = 2 equilibrium distribution and the perturbed distribution,
and that this discrepancy is generated by the finite point-mass ensemble, then the vacuum mass ‘seen’
by a particular point-mass particle must also be a measure ofthe total of other point-masses within the
ensemble. This leads us to the following conjecture:

In the limit of the finite point-mass ensemble becoming a continuum distribution, then this
distribution traces the vacuum mass distribution ‘seen’ bya test particle to the extent that one
can act as a proxy for the other.

As we shall see in the later sections, this conjecture (or something very similar) is strongly supported on
the data for Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies analyzedin later sections.

4 A Model For An Idealized Spiral Galaxy

In the following, we consider the application of this theoryto model an idealized spiral galaxy - defined to
be one without a central bulge, and without the irregularities that are routinely present in the discs of real
galaxies, and without the bars that are present in many spirals. We model this idealized spiral galaxy as a
mass distribution possessing perfect cylindrical symmetry.

In order to motivate the detailed analysis of§9 and§10 and the appendices more strongly, we begin by
considering the solutions which arise and the high quality of their fit to the data. Furthermore, because, in
our view, the work presents a very interesting example of theidealized cycletheory→ test→ discovery→
more theory→ more test, we present our solutions in chronological order of their calculation to illustrate
the way in which the work as a whole has progressed.

4.1 The Power-Law Model

In the first instance, we were only able to progress by making use of the empirical knowledge that the spiral
structure of spiral galaxies is essentially logarithmic. This led directly to the idealized disc solutions:

Vrot = ARα, Vrad = BRα, ρ =
C

R2
(1)

whereR is the radial position within any given galaxy disc,Vrot is the rotational velocity,Vrad is the radial
velocity,ρ is the mass density,A,B andC are arbitrary constants, andα is constrained to satisfy

α = 1 − p

Sq
− p2 + q2

qK1

where pK2

1
± (1 + p2 + q2)K1 + p = 0, (2)

where(p, q) are undetermined constants andS = ±1. This solution (ignoring the constraint equations for
α) led directly to the data analysis described in detail in Roscoe [1999a] and described briefly in§5.



Figure 1: Intersection of three surfaces inα = 0.5

4.2 Theα-Constraint

However, the data analysis of Roscoe [1999a] led, in its turn, directly to the discovery of thediscrete
dynamical statesphenomenology in galaxy discs, briefly reviewed in§6. This phenomenology was re-
ported initially in Roscoe [1999b] for the case of one large data set, and subsequently confirmed in Roscoe
[2002b] for three further large data sets. This discovery led us toreconsider the role of theα-constraint
(2) which we had previously ignored.

Bearing in mind that there are four possible solutions forK1 in terms of(p, q) and that the expression
for α containsS = ±1 then, at face value, there are eight possibilities foα. However, a closer investigation
shows that there are only sixdistinctpossibilities, so that we have the general structure

α = Fi(p, q), i = 1 .. 6 (3)

Thus, in principle, any given galaxy disc is potentially associated with one of six distinct surfaces in
(α, p, q) space. Figure 1 shows the intersection of three of these surfaces with the planeα = 0.5. The
three omitted surfaces are mirror images (about either axis) of those shown so that the total figure is
perfectly symmetric about the two axes. (The poor figure quality is a function of the limitations of the
Maple graphics package). We show in§6 that the surfaces (3) provide all the structure required toarrive
at a qualitative understanding on the discrete dynamical states phenomenology.



4.3 General Solutions

The big open question concerning spiral galaxies is whetherdark matter exists or not and, amongst the
class of spiral galaxies, it is the Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies which present the most extreme
problems. Typically, these objects are estimated to consist of more than99% dark matter, according to
the canonical viewpoint. Therefore, it is these objects which must be successfully modelled by any new
theory if that theory is to have maximum credibility.

Numerical techniques appear to offer the only realistic possibility for modelling specific galaxies. But,
there are serious problems even here: specifically, the firstgalaxy in the LSB class was only discovered
in the late 1980s and, even today, there are only a few tens of them with detailed and accurate rotation
velocity measurements. Of these, only a minor fraction havedetailed estimates of the ordinary matter in
their discs and none have any radial flow measurements. In general, we would therefore expect that the
detailed modelling of any specific LSB would necessarily require sweeping assumptions to be made about
radial flows - thereby considerably reducing the value of anysuch modelling process (especially so when
the equations concerned are numerically stiff).

However, in the case of the present theory, it transpires that the radial velocity component can be
algebraicallyeliminatedfrom the complete system, leaving a reduced system in rotation velocity and
mass density only.

4.3.1 Mass Distribution: The Beautiful Equation

Not only is it possible to eliminate the radial velocity explicitly from the complete system, but the mass
equation can be expressed in a form which is independent of velocity at all! In this form, it is given by:

(ψ2 − 1)ǫ2 +
2

q

[

p(1 + ψ2) + (1 + p2 + q2)S ψ
]

ǫ− (ψ2 − 1) = 0 , (4)

where ǫ2 ≡ −1 − R

ρ

dρ

dR
and ψ2 ≡ 1 − 2πρ

m0

R2. (5)

Here,S = ±1 whilst the parameters(p, q,m0) are integration constants. Of these(p, q) are as in§4.1,
whilstm0 can be fixed to have a magnitude of4Mgal whereMgal is the mass of the object being modelled
estimated from measurements of stars, gas and dust. Since this is fixed independently of any calculations
then there are, in effect, only two disposable parameters,(p, q), for the mass and circular velocity equa-
tions. It is the algebraic structure of the mass equation above which, ultimately, allows the theory to model
the various complexities manifested by rotation curves as aclass, and which leads us to refer to it asthe
beautiful equation.

At face value - and when the signatureS = ±1 is taken into account - equation (4) is satisfied by any
one of four distinct distributions forρ. However, the situation is more complex than this: reference to (4)
shows that ifǫ = ±1, thenψ assumes one of two possible constant values. It then follows, by the second
of (5), thatρ ∼ 1/R2. But anyρ of this form also satisfies the first of (5). The net result is that the mass
equation, (4), is satisfied whenρ satisfies any one ofsixpossible distributions.

However, closer analysis then reveals that of the two possibilities associated withǫ = ±1, one is
not physical (it corresponds to negative densities) and of the four possibilities associated withǫ 6= ±1,
a further one is also not physical. The net effect is that (4) is satisfied by any one of four physically
realizable distributions forρ - so that, in principle, the distribution of material in any given galaxy disc can



satisfy different differential equations over different anular sections. For example, the single admissableρ
distribution corresponding toǫ = ±1 actually corresponds to the solution of§4.1, and we find that six of
our sample of eight LSBs have such segments embedded within their discs.

4.3.2 The Rotation Velocity Distribution

The rotation velocity equation is given by given by

1

V

dV

dR
=

1

R

[

1

2
(1 + ǫ2) − p

q
ǫ−

(

p2 + q2

q

)

ǫ

S ψ

]

(6)

where we note thatρ appears throughǫ andψ.
In practice, we have found that one (or two) switches betweendifferent ρ distribution laws - and

hence between different velocity distribution laws - occursomewhere in every LSB disc, and it is this
mechanism which allows the theory to model the complex behaviour of rotation curves. We show the
results of a detailed modelling exercise on a sample of eightLSBs in§7.

4.3.3 General Comments

It is interesting to note that, ifV = V ∗ is a solution of (6), then so isV = kV ∗, for any constantk. This is
a useful property in the present context since, because galaxy discs are generally not seen edge on, we can
only estimate rotation velocities when we have estimated disc-inclination - and the effect of getting this
wrong is simply to scale the true rotation velocities by an unknown constant factor. Thus, (6) is indifferent
to knowledge about disc-inclination angles.

Finally, we note that the existence of a switching mechanismin the theory is reminiscent of the similar
thing which is a necessary component of the MOND algorithm, discussed in later sections.

5 Power Law Dynamics: The Observations

5.1 General Comments

In this section, we give a brief review of the published evidence supporting the view that velocity distribu-
tions in idealizedlogarithmic discs behave according to the basic power law solutions, (1). There are four
preliminary comments:

• Firstly, it is essential to understand that, so far as the phenomenology is concerned, we are only
talking about rotation curves over their interior segmentson which they are rising strongly - that is,
we are explicity excluding the exterior flat parts. As it happens, practical considerations ensure that
optical rotation curves are generally confined to this region anyway, and the analyses which follow
are all confined to optical rotation curves (ORCs).

• Secondly, whilst a large amount ofVθ (circular velocity) data exists in the form of several large
samples of published ORCs, there is no corresponding body ofdata for radial velocity flows. The
reason is simply that such flows are, typically, an order of magnitude smaller than the circular flows
and the techniques to measure them have only recently becomeavailable.



• Thirdly, our analysis applies only to idealized discs defined to possess perfect cylindrical symmetry.
Since spiral galaxies typically possess bulgy central regions then our model can, at best, only have
validity in those parts of the disc which areexterior to the innermost central regions and (by the
initial comment)interior to the very outermost regions where the rotations curves become flat.

• Fourthly, since galactic discs are generally complete withall manner of irregularities then the model
can only have astatisticalvalidity. It is for this reason that we confine our selves to the analysis of
very large samples only.

5.2 The ORC Samples

Mathewson, Ford & Buchhorn [1992] published a sample of 900 optical rotation curves (ORCs) which
provided the basis for our first large scale analysis of disc dynamics from a power-law point of view. The
results of this analysis, (Roscoe [1999a]) showed that the power-law resolves disc dynamics in the outer
part of optical discs to a very high degree of statistical precision. We have subsequently analysed three
further large samples, these being those of the 1182 ORCs published by Mathewson & Ford [1996], the
497 ORCs published by Dale et al ([1997] et seq) and the 305 ORCs published by Courteau [1997]. This
last sample differs from the previous three in being the onlyone usingR-band photometry rather thanI-
band photometry. For associated technical reasons, the modelling process for the Courteau sample differs
in its details from the others and so is excluded from the firstpart of the present discussion.

5.3 The Basic(α, lnA) Plot

The basic question is: does the power-lawVrot = ARα provide a good resolution of ORC data on the
exterior part of optical discs ? (Remember, practical considerations ensure that ORCs generally to not
extend to the far exterior regions where rotation curves become flat). The first problem here is to give an
objective definition of what is meant by theexterior part of the optical disc. This is provided originally in
Roscoe [1999a], and more clearly in Roscoe [2002b]. Once this is done, the analysis uses linear regression
to estimate the parameter pair(lnA, α) for each of the ORCs in the sample. Figure 2 gives the scatter
plot for all of the 2405 usable ORCs in the threeI-band samples. (About 7% of the total sample of 2579
ORCs were lost to the analysis because of objective reasons associated with data quality.) There are three
significant points to be made:

• The first point, which came as a shock, is the existence of a very clear and powerful correlation
betweenlnA andα, since there is no obvious apriori reason why any correlation should exist at all;

• Secondly, although there is no apriori reason to expect an(α, lnA) correlation, equation (2) states
thatα is correlated with the dynamical parameters(p, q). But, by definition,lnA is strongly deter-
mined by the dynamics and so it follows that, in qualitative terms, the(α, lnA) correlation of figure
2 is consistent with the existence of a relation like theα-constraint of (2);

• Thirdly, except for what is probably statistical scatter,α appears to be strongly confined in the region
α ∈ (0, 1). In section§7.5, we see how thisα confinement has an elegant association with certain
topological transitions in the(α, p, q) parameter space.
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Figure 2: Plot of(lnA, α) for 2405 galaxies

5.4 A Detailed Model of the(α, lnA) Plot

A more detailed analysis of this diagram showed that the luminosity properties of galaxies vary very
strongly through the plot. Specifically, consider the power-law model,V = ARα, in dimensionless form:

V

V0

=
(

R

R0

)α

→ A =
V0

Rα
0

. (7)

Then, definingM as the absoluteI-band magnitude andS as the absoluteI-band surface brightness of an
object, a detailed modelling of the MFB (Mathewson et al [1992]) and MF (Mathewson & Ford [1996])
data in figure 2 shows that the particular model

lnA = lnV0 − α lnR0,

lnV0 = −1.596 − 0.316M (8)

lnR0 = −7.614 − 0.474M − 0.0050S

accounts for about 93% of the total variation in the figure. Itis to be noted that, in the model, thet-statistic
for each of the model parameters satisfies|t| > 11, so that all the included variations are powerfully
present. This is, in itself, a strong demonstration of how effectively the power-law model resolves ORC
data. The model fit can be improved by including the DGHU (Daleet al [1997] et seq) data in the
modelling process - but we choose to exclude it to provide an independent test, discussed below.

5.5 An Alternative Visualization of the Model-Fit

A very effective alternative way of visualizing the fit of themodel (8) to the data can be obtained as
follows: Suppose we use the definitions of (8) in the dimensionless form give at (7), so that the measured
(R, V ) data for each ORC is scaled by the luminosity models for(R0, V0) for that ORC, and then regress



ln(V/V0) on ln(R/R0) for each ORC. Then, if the power-law model (7) is good, we should find a null
zero point for each ORC - except for statistical scatter.

Figure 3 (left) gives the frequency diagram for the actual zero points computed for the combined Math-
ewson et al ([1992], [1996]) samples from which the model (8)was derived, whilst a wholly independent
test of the model is given by figure 3 (right) which gives the frequency diagram for the zero points derived
from the DGHU sample using the model (8) - which, of course, was derivedwithout DGHU data. It is
clear that there is absolutely no evidence to support the idea that these zero points are different from the
null position. Thus, the power-law model is strongly supported, and (7) with (8) can be considered to give
a high precision statistical resolution of ORC data in the exterior part of the disc.
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Figure 3: Plot of zero point for 1951 MFB+MF galaxies and 454 DGHU galaxies

To summarize, we have so far shown that the rotational part ofthe power-law model (1) is very strongly
supported on the data and have indicated that the data does not yet exist to consider the validity - or
otherwise - of the radial component of the model.

6 Discrete Dynamical Classes: The Observations

6.1 General Comments

In this section we consider the exact solutions of§4.1 - specifically, we consider the extremely strong
statement, made at (3), to the effect thatα, calculated for any given spiral, is constrained to occupy one of
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a set of distinct surfaces in(α, p, q) space, where(p, q) are dynamical parameters in the model.
This statement has interest on many levels - not least because nothing like it features in any other extant

theory of disc dynamics. The effect was first noticed - tentatively and prior to us recognizing the potential
significance of theα-constraints - during a pilot study of a small sample of Rubinet al [1980] ORCs, and
this initial identification was used to define a hypothesis which was subsequently tested on the Mathewson
et al [1992] sample, and reported in Roscoe [1999b]. The effect was subsequently confirmed in Roscoe
[2002b] on three further large samples (Dale et al [1997] et seq, Mathewson & Ford [1996] and Courteau
[1997]). For completeness, we give a brief review of this evidence here.

In practice, the evidence takes the form of thelnA frequency diagrams for each of the four samples,
and then interpreting the meaning of these diagrams. The computation of thelnA parameter is as it was
for figure 2 (but see Roscoe [2002b] for a complete discussion).

6.2 ThelnA Frequency Diagrams

Figure 4 shows thelnA distribution arising from the analysis of the Mathewson et al [1992] sample, and
the short vertical arrows in that figure indicate the predicted positions of the peaks, based on a pilot study
of a sample of twelve ORCs from Rubin et al [1980]. Given the very small size of this initial sample of
Rubin objects, we can see that the match is remarkable.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the corresponding distributions for the Dale et al ([1997] et seq) sample, the
Mathewson & Ford [1996] sample and the Courteau [1997] sample. In each of these cases, the vertical
dotted lines indicate the peak centres of figure 4.

TheA peak in figures 5 and 7 are more-or-less absent because this peak corresponds to very dim
objects, and these are very much under-represented in the two samples concerned.

The joint probability of the observed peaks in the four samples arising by chance alone, given the
original hypothesis raised on the small Rubin et al sample, has been computed in Roscoe [2002b], using
extensive Monte-Carlo simulations, to be vanishingly small at ≈ 10−20.

6.3 Interpretation of the lnA Frequency Diagrams

It is clear from the four diagrams thatlnA has a marked preference for one of four distinct values, say
lnA = k1, k2, k3, k4. However, we also know, from§5.4, thatlnA is a strongly defined function of the
galaxy parameters(α, M, S), so thatlnA = F (α, M, S). Putting these two results together gives

F (α, M, S) = ki , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (9)

Consequently, thelnA frequency diagrams imply that spiral discs are confined to one of four distinct
surfaces in(α, M, S) space.

ButM is a measure of absolute galaxy luminosity, and therefore a measure of the corresponding total
galaxy mass,m say (assuming no dark matter). Similarly, the surface brightness parameter,S, which is a
measure of the density of absolute galaxy luminosity, can beconsidered as a measure of mass density,ρ,
in a galaxy. That is,(M, S) ≈ (m, ρ) and these latter two parameters are, apriori, important dynamical
parameters for any given system. If we now presuppose the existence of a mapping(m, ρ) → (p, q)
where(p, q) are the dynamical parameters in our model equations, then wesee that (9) is consistent with
(3) - the difference being that (3) allows up to six surfaces,whereas we have only identified four in the
phenomenology.
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We reasonably state, therefore, that the theory contains all the structure required to explain,in princi-
ple, the phenomenon of discrete dynamical classes for disc galaxies - subject to the existence of appropriate
mappings(m, ρ) → (p, q). However, various significant details uncovered in the analysis of §7 give us
further insight into the problem, and these are briefly discussed in§8.

7 Detailed Modelling of LSB Galaxies

In this section, we apply equations (4) and (6) of§4.3 to the detailed modelling of a sample of eight LSB
galaxies1 which have already been successfully modelled by MOND (deBlok & McGaugh [1998] and
McGaugh & deBlok [1998b]). We shall not dwell on the computational problems involved in solving these
equations, but we shall discuss, briefly, the means by which the parameters(m0, p, q) were determined.

7.1 The Parameterm0

Referring to (4), and noting thatρ in this equation is the density of material in a disc of unit thickness, we
can deduce from the definition ofψ given there thatm0 has dimensions of mass. This suggests that it is
likely to be a simply related to the total mass of the object being modelled. In fact, we found that, defining
Mgal as the total or ordinary mass (stars + dust + gas) in the galaxybeing modelled (as estimated by the
original observing astronomer - Stacy McGaugh in the present case), thenm0 = 4Mgal worked extremely
well for all eight cases.

1Provided by Stacy McGaugh, of the University of Maryland, USA
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7.2 Estimating The Parameters(m0, p, q)

We comment firstly that the theory is indifferent to the signatures ofp andq but, for the sake of being
explicit, we take them to be always negative. With this proviso, then as a means of (a) obtaining estimates
of (m0, p, q) for each LSB in the sample and (b) providing a preliminary consistency check on the model
equations (4) and (6), we proceeded as follows:

• Assume thatm0 is some simple multiple (fixed for all the objects) of estimated total mass (obtained
by integrating McGaugh’s data for each object);

• For each LSB, use the McGaugh mass-distribution estimates and rotation velocity measurements to
obtain smooth cubic spline models of mass and velocity distributions;

• Use these smooth cubic spline models to obtain estimates of density, density gradient, velocity and
velocity gradient at a sequence of distinct points across the disc of each LSB;

• With these estimates, the differential equations , (4) and (6), at any given point in a disc become two
algebraicequations for determining(p, q);

• For each LSB, solve this pair of algebraic equations at several points across the disc, and look for
consistency in the resulting sequence of estimates of(p, q).

A necessary condition of the theory’s consistency is that, for some reasonable choice ofm0, the foregoing
process will lead to a consistent set of(p, q) estimates across each LSB disc.

In fact, we found that settingm0 = 4Mgal, whereMgal is the estimated total of ordinary galaxy mass
(stars+dust+gas) for each LSB, gave a very consistent picture for estimates of(p, q). The big surprise was



that, not only was this the case for each individual object, but that the set of(p, q) pairs for the whole
sample lies in the same very small neighbourhood of the(p, q) plane. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of
this latter exercise for each of the eight LSBs in our sample,and we see that, for each object, the(p, q)
estimates all lie in the neighbourhood of(−1, 0) in the (p, q) plane. Note: for each LSB, solutions were
sought in a very large(20 × 20) region of the(p, q) plane. The only solutions found are those indicated.

This exercise allowed us to conclude that the model equations were highly consistent with the phe-
nomenology, and also gave us a good starting estimate of(p, q) ≈ (−1, 0) for the detailed modelling
process of each object in the sample.

Table 1:

Galaxy p q
F563-1 -0.990 -0.038
F568-3 -0.970 -0.004
U5750 -0.955 -0.158
F579-V1 -0.997 -0.022
F583-1 -0.980 -0.047
F583-4 -0.950 -0.084
F571-8 -0.952 -0.041
U6614 -0.995 -0.032

7.3 The Detailed Models

The integrated solutions for the rotational velocities andthe mass distributions (using the(p, q) estimates
listed in Table 1), together with the corresponding observational measurements, are given in Figures 10
& 11. In every case, we see that the fit of the computed rotationvelocities (solid lines) to the measured
rotation velocities (filled circles) is, for all practical purposes, perfect.

Except for discrepencies near galactic centres, where our modelling assumptions become less good,
our computed density distributions (dotted lines) providereasonable fits to the estimated densities (crosses).
However, it is important to realize that, by contrast with the accuracy of Doppler velocity measurements,
mass estimation in galaxy discs is subject to very great uncertainties - which is why mass-modellers never
quote error-bars for their estimates. We have used McGaugh’s mass-models to estimate our parameterm0,
mentioned earlier. But, for the mass-density integration,we have chosen the initial conditions to ensure
that the predicted mass distributions over the discs provide good qualitative fits to MacGaugh’s models.

Finally, it should be remarked that all dark matter models fail comprehensively when applied to LSBs
- MOND (described in detail in§11) has been successfully applied to all of the objects considered here
(deBlok & McGaugh [1998] and McGaugh & deBlok [1998b]) and toa great many more.

7.4 Remarkable Circumstantial Evidence

We have already noted how, for each LSB in the sample,(p, q) ≈ (−1, 0). This circumstance allows us
to discover a remarkable connection between the phenomenology, as represented by these particular(p, q)
values and the theory as represented by the surfacesα = Fi(p, q), i = 1..6 defined at (2).
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Specifically, we know that, in practice, it is virtually always the case that0 < α < 1 (see Figure 2, for
example) so that we might expect the intersection of these surfaces with the plane-surfaceα = 0.5 to give
a fairly typical cross-section. Figure 12 shows this cross-section in the neighbourhood of(p, q) = (−1, 0),
which contains our LSB sample. We see immediately that the point (p, q) = (−1, 0) enjoys a very special
status in thisα = 0.5 plane - it is, in fact, the point of intersection offour distinct surfaces from the set
α = Fi(p, q), i = 1..6 with the planeα = 0.5. Closer investigation reveals that(p, q) = (−1, 0) retains its
status as a special nodal point for all(0 < α < 1), and is therefore adistinguished axisfor the theory.

So, we have the circumstance that our LSB sample lies in the neighbourhood of a distinguished axis
of the theory defined by the intersection of four particular surfaces. Whilst it is probably not possible to
say what the meaning of this is at present (we need larger samples of LSBs and corresponding samples of
ordinary spirals with complete mass models), there is a verygood chance that it represents a circumstance
of considerable significance in the overall context of galactic evolution and dynamics.

7.5 Global Complex Structure andα Phenomenology

Figure 13 shows the evolution of three of the six surfaces asα varies in the range(1.5,−0.5) (the three
omitted surfaces are mirror images of the three shown). Atα = 1 (not explicitly shown) there is a
degeneracy as the three curves merge identically along theq = 0 axis whilst, atα = 0 (explicitly shown),
there is a degeneracy in which two of the curves merge identically, although not along any axis. Thus, the
two valuesα = 0 andα = 1 which, according to figure 2, appear to bound the phenomenology, are also
each associated with degenerate transitions of the surfacetopology.

8 More On The Discrete Dynamical Classes Phenomenology

The LSB modelling exercise of§7 was significant at two levels:

• firstly, it showed how the theory successfully models the details of LSB dynamics and mass distri-
butions;



Figure 13: Intersection ofα = Fi(p, q), i = 1..3 in the planesα = 1.5, 0.5, 0.0,−0.5

• secondly, it led us to the significant discovery that LSBs arestrongly associated with the distin-
guished axis(p, q) = (−1, 0) in the(α, p, q) parameter space.

The second point poses questions relevant to gaining a detailed understanding of the discrete dynami-
cal states phenomenology. Specifically, according to the discrete dynamical states phenomenology,low-
luminosityspirals are associated with theA-state typified in figure 4. The LSBs of our sample are, by
definition, low-luminosity spirals and are therefore, presumably,A-state spirals. But, we have also seen
that these LSBs are strongly associated with the distinguished axis,(p, q) = (−1, 0), and so the obvious
question now is: what is the distribution of higher-luminosity spirals ( that is,B, C andD-state spirals) in
the(p, q) plane?

This question must be answered before we can begin to understand the discrete dynamical states phe-
nomenology in any detailed way. But, at the moment, we cannotaddress this question rigorously, simply
because we do not have available a sample of higher-luminosity spirals with detailed estimated mass dis-
tributions (stars+dust+gas). The reason for this lack of data is simple: since, according to the canonical
view,> 95% of galaxy mass is CDM then there is no point in constructing detailed maps of the distribution
of ordinary matter in galaxy discs. This exercise has only been done systematically (and for LSBs only)
by astronomers interested in the MOND vs CDM debate.

However, there is a possible way forward: for every one of the≈ 2500 ordinary spirals used in the four
discrete dynamical states analyses we haveI-band (orR-band) photometry. In principle, such photometry
can be used to derive broad-brush estimates of ordinary massdistributions which, combined with large
statistics, might be sufficient for the task at hand. This is for future work.



9 The Detailed Dynamical Theory

In the following, we finally detail the application of the basic theory to the modelling of an idealized spiral
galaxies - defined to be one without a central bulge, and without the irregularities that are routinely present
in the discs of real galaxies, and without the bars that are present in many spirals. We model this idealized
spiral galaxy as a mass distribution possessing perfect cylindrical symmetry.

We know, from the considerations of§F.1, that the general form of the metric tensor, for any given
material distribution, is

gab ≡ ∇a∇bU ≡ ∂2M
∂xa∂xb

− Γk
ab

∂M
∂xk

,

whereΓk
ab represents the metrical affinity and where, by the conjecture of §3.2, the value ofM(r) is to

be generally understood as a measure of the amount of (ordinary) mass contained within the level surface
passing through the point with position vectorr defined with respect to the mass-centre of the ordinary
perturbing matter distribution. In the present case, of course, the level surfaces are infinite cylinders, and
so we have to modify the definition so thatM(r) refers to the mass contained within cylinders of unit
thickness. With this understanding, and remembering thatM′ ≡ dM/dΦ and thatΦ = R2/2, it is easily
shown thatM′ ≡ 2πρ, whereρ is the mass density in a disc of unit thickness.

Noting that the geometry on any level-surface of a cylindrical distribution is Euclidean, it follows that
theΓk

ab are identically zero in the present case. Consequently,

gab =
∂2M
∂xa∂xb

≡ M′δab + M′′xaxb, (10)

where we rememberM′ ≡ dM/dΦ andΦ ≡ R2/2 (this latter notation simplies the algebra). Defining
the Lagrangian density

L ≡
√

gij ẋiẋj =
(

M′ < Ṙ|Ṙ > +M′′Φ̇2
)1/2

,

whereẋi ≡ dxi/dt etc., the equations of motion are found from the Euler-Lagrange equations as

2M′
R̈ +

(

2M′′Φ̇ − 2
L̇
LM′

)

Ṙ

+

(

M′′′Φ̇2 + 2M′′Φ̈ −M′′ < Ṙ|Ṙ > −2
L̇
LM′′Φ̇

)

R = 0. (11)

However, it is obvious that the Lagrangian density, defined above, will lead to a variational principle which
is degree zero in the ‘time’ parameter. It follows that the equations of Euler-Lagrange pair, above, cannot
be linearly independent. Whilst either equation can therefore be chosen, it transpires that theθ̂ component
equation is algebraically less complicated.

9.1 Theθ̂ component

We have

2M′(R θ̈ + 2 Ṙ θ̇) +Rθ̇

(

2M′′Φ̇ − 2
L̇
LM′

)

= 0.



Multiply through byR/2L and useM′′Φ̇ ≡ Ṁ′ to get, after some rearrangement:
(

M′

L

)

d

dt
(R2θ̇) +R2 θ̇

(

LṀ′ − L̇M′

L2

)

= 0 .

This integrates directly to give:

d

dt

{

R2 θ̇

(

M′

L

)}

= 0,

from which we see that angular momentum isnot generally conserved. Consequently, the net disc forces
are not, in general, central forces so that, correspondingly, there exists a mechanism for transferring angu-
lar momentum through the disc. This latter equation integrates to give:

(M′)2R2 V 2

θ = m0

[

(M′ + M′′R2)V 2

R + M′ V 2

θ

]

(12)

whereVR ≡ Ṙ andVθ ≡ R θ̇.

9.2 Completion of the Dynamical System

The cylindrical symmetry of the idealized spiral galaxy implies that there is net zero force out of the
plane of the galaxy. It follows that the ‘self-similar’ dynamics condition (cf§F.2), which must be used in
conjunction with (12), to close the system can be written as:

Transverse Accn

Radial Accn
= k0. (13)

where, because of the radial symmetry of the system,k0 has the same value along all radial directions. To
obtain the quantitative form of this, we need expressions for the radial and transverse accelerations in the
disc geometry. These are derived in appendix H, and we find that (13) becomes

− k0 S

√

M′ + M′′R2

M′
VR

dVR

dR
+ VR

dVθ

dR
=

−


S

√

M′ + M′′R2

M′
+

M′′

2M′
R2





VR Vθ

R

+ k0



S
3M′′ + M′′′R2

2
√

M′(M′ + M′′R2)
RVR

2 − V 2

θ

R



 (14)

whereS = ±1.
Remembering thatM′ = 2πρ (cf start of§9), we now note that the expressionM′+M′′R2 is negative

if ρ drops off more quickly than1/R - which, in practice, always seems to be the case. The implication of
this practical reality is thatk0 is actually complex so that the two equations (12) and (14) represent three
equations in the three unknowns(Vθ, VR,M′), and not just two. It is whenVR is eliminated between these
three equations that we obtain equations (4) and (6) of§4.3.

However, we initially overlooked the possibility thatM′+M′′R2 might be negative and, consequently,
believed we needed a further equation to close the system completely. As it happens, our approach to
obtaining this extra equation gaveM′ +M′′R2 < 0 anyway, and effectively picked out a special solution
of the above system, and is described in the following section.



10 A Special Case Solution: The Logarithmic Disc

Our oversight led us to believe that a further equation was required to close the system. We argued as
follows: It has been recognized for a very long time that, if the obvious irregularities which exist in spiral
discs are ignored, then the spiral structure of spiral galaxies is essentially logarithmic. In the context of a
classical disc, the most direct, way to interpret this phenomenology is to write

Vθ

VR

= K1 (15)

since this implies directly that disc streamlines are logarithmic spirals. Substitution of this into (12), and
usingM′ ≡ 2πρ, gives immediately

M′ ≡ 2πρ =
k2

R2
(16)

for some constantk2. That is, the density of matter in the logarithmic disc behaves as an inverse square law.
We quickly find that this impliesM′+M′′R2 < 0, so that we are back to the point we overlooked initially -
that (14) represents, in fact, two distinct equations whichmust both be satisfied. More particularly, putting
(15) and (16) into (14) we find

(K1 − k0Sj)
1

VR

dVR

dR
= − 1

R
((Sj − 1)K1 + k0(Sj +K2

1
)),

whereS = ±1 andj =
√
−1. Since solutions must be real, we must havek0 complex. Puttingk0 = q+pj,

where(p, q) are real parameters, then gives the two equations

1

VR

dVR

dR
=

1

R

(

K1 − qK2

1
+ pS

pS +K1

)

,
1

VR

dVR

dR
=

1

R

(

SK1 + pK2

1
+ qS

qS

)

≡ α

R
(17)

which must be identical. This latter requirement quickly gives that the parameters(K1, p, q) must satisfy

pK2

1
+ S(1 + p2 + q2)K1 + p = 0. (18)

If we use this to eliminate the explicit appearance ofK2

1
in the second of (17), we get

α = 1 − p

Sq
− p2 + q2

q
K1 = 1 − p

Sq
− p2 + q2

qK1

.

The second expression forα, which is the form given at (2), occurs since, ifK1 is a solution of (18), then
so is1/K1.

11 The MOND Programme

11.1 Overview of MOND

Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) is an empirically motivated modification of Newtonian grav-
itational mechanics which can be interpreted as either a modification of Newton’s gravitational law, or
as a modification of the second law (the law of inertia). See Milgrom [1994] for a comprehensive re-
view. The basic idea was conceived by Milgrom [1983a], [1983b], [1983c], as a way of understanding the



flat rotation curve phenomenology of spiral galaxies without recourse to the dark matter idea. The basic
hypothesis is that, in extremely weak gravitational fields (g << 10−10ms−2), the nature of Newtonian
gravitation changes in such a way that flat rotation curves are the natural result.

The quantitative idea can be briefly described as follows: ifwe usegN(R) to denote the gravitational
acceleration at any positionR in a material distibutionaccording to Newtonian theory, then the MOND
prescription says that the actual gravitational acceleration is given byg =

√

a0 gN(R) when the field is
extremely weak. Herea0 is a parameter which has been fixed (Begeman et al [1991]) for all applications
of MOND to the valuea0 = 1.2×10−10ms−2. Thus, for a particle in a circular orbit about a point source
of massM , the acceleration-balance equation in the MOND limit of thevery weak field would be given
by

V 2

rot

R
=

√

γM

R2
a0 → Vrot = (γM a0)

1/4 ,

whereVrot is the circular velocity.
This simple idea, which in practice, leads to a model with only one free parameter (the so-called mass-

to-light ratio,γ∗ ≡ M/L, which gives the conversion factor from the observed light to the inferred mass),
has been remarkably successful in explaining the phenomenology associated with a very wide variety
of circumstances (de Blok & McGaugh [1998]). Furthermore, MOND makes several strong predictions
(Milgrom [1983b]) and is therefore eminently falsifiable. It is notable, therefore, that it never has been
although several attempts have been made (de Blok & Mcgaugh [1998]). This circumstance is to be
compared with that of the conventionally favoured CDM (ColdDark Matter) model. This latter model is
a multi-parameter model, which makes no predictions - otherthan that of the existence of CDM - and can
therefore never be falsified in the classical sense.

11.2 General Comments on MOND and the Present Theory

If the MOND prescription is an accurate reflection of the reality, then there necessarily exists an underlying
theory of gravitation which provides flat rotation curves inthe weak field regime independently of dark
matter distributions. Conversely, any such theory - shouldit exist - must necessarily give rise to the basic
MOND prescription,g =

√

a0 gN(R), in the weak field when interpreted from a Newtonian perspective.
In the present case, flat rotation curves correspond to the degenerateα = 0 case discussed in§7.5.

Thus, flat rotation curves solutions do exist in the presented theory, and are associated with a degeneracy,
and are therefore special in some - yet to be understood - way.The inclusion of the qualitative aspects of
MOND in the theory is already guaranteed by the simple fact that flat rotation curve solutions are admitted.

11.3 LSBs - Extreme Objects in MOND and the Present Theory

According to any given theory, when the mass/dynamical relations in a given spiral object cross a certain
threshold specific to that theory, the object ceases to be gravitationally bound. In the early 1980s Milgrom
realized that, according to MOND, there should exist spiralobjects which were so diffuse that they could
not possibly exist according to the canonical theory. Theseobjects, now known as Low Surface Brightness
galaxies (LSBs), were subsequently observed in the late 1980s. Of all astrophysical objects, these present
the most critical conditions for the CDM models since, according to these models, LSBs must typically
consist of more than 99% dark matter. Even so, it is now well recognized that the CDM models have
suffered comprehensive failure when applied to model LSBs.



Beyond the initial prediction, the importance of LSBs to MOND can be summarized as follows: a
common criticism of MOND is that, since it was designed to yield flat rotation curves in the very weak-
field regimes of spiral exteriors, it is hardly surprising that it does so. However, LSBs are so low-mass
and diffuse that virtually the whole of the typical LSB disc is in the MOND regime - including the rising
segments. Thus, the very successful application of MOND to LSBs has completely undermined such
criticisms.

However, we have shown in this paper that a sample of LSBs of widely differing dynamical properties
are modelled virtually perfectly by the presented theory. We can therefore conclude that the quantitative
aspects of MOND must also be included within it. In practice,of course, the theory is very much more
difficult to apply than MOND because, unlike MOND which uses the observed mass distributions to make
its dynamical predictions, it requires the mass distributions to be calculated using (4) - and this is a very
difficult equation to integrate because the switching points must (currently) be found by trial and error.

12 Conclusions

The fractalD = 2 inertial universe (Roscoe [2002a]) provides an entirely new way of understanding the
idea of ‘inertial space & time’, and can be considered as the strongest possible realization of Mach’s Prin-
ciple. We have considered how gravitational processes might arise in such a universe, and have indicated
how to derive the dynamical equations for extended high-symmetry mass systems. The process has been
explicitly illustrated by applying it to derive the model equations for an idealized spiral galaxy, defined as
one possessing perfect cylindrical symmetry.

The parameter space,(p, q, α), of these dynamical equations has a complicated topology, and we have
shown how various aspects of the phenomenology have a ready qualitative explanation in terms of it - in
particular, thediscrete dynamical statesphenomenology falls into this category.

The theory has been very successfully applied to model the dynamics and mass distribution of eight
Low Surface Brightness spiral galaxies which, hitherto, have been successfully modelled only by the
MOND algorithm introduced by Milgrom [1983a], [1983b], [1983c]. The CDM models inevitably fail
badly in this context. Of equal significance to the theory’s success in this context is the fact that the values
necessarily assigned to the parameters(p, q) for each of the eight LSBs are all in the neighbourhood of
(p, q) = (−1, 0) - which, it transpires, is avery specialdistinguished axis in the(p, q, α) parameter space.
As well as providing further circumstantial support for thetheory, this latter fact suggests the possibility
of intimate connections between the topology of the parameter space and galactic evolution.

To summarize, we have presented a theory with a very richly structured parameter space and have
shown how several aspects of spiral galaxy phenomenology fitbeautifully into this structure. There would
appear to be every prospect that the theory can form the basisof understanding spiral galaxies and their
evolution in a way that has hitherto not been possible. Only very much more work involving the analysis
of many more spirals of all types will show if this bold claim can become a reality.

A Preliminaries

Mass in theD = 2 equilibrium universe of Roscoe [2002a] is distributed according to

M =
m0

r2
0

r2,



so thatm0 is the amount of mass contained in side a sphere of arbitrary radiusr0, andg0 ≡ m0/r
2

0
is a

global constant of this equilibrium universe.
However, this model universe is, in fact, a particular case of a class of non-equilibrium model uni-

verses possessing a general spherical symmetry. But, sincewe are primarily interested in non-spherical
systems, we use theD = 2 equilibrium solution as our starting point, and consider how to perturb that in
progressively complex ways.

The general spherically symmetric model has an associated potential function defined in Roscoe
[2002a] as

V ≡ C0 −
v2

0

4 d2
0 g0

A +
B

2A
r2ṙ2, (19)

whereC0 is the arbitrary constant usually associated with potential functions,v0 is a global constant having
the dimensions of velocity,g0 ≡ m0/r

2

0
is the global constant defined above,d0 is a dimensionless constant

evaluated below, and

A ≡ 2M
r2

, B ≡ −
(

2M
r4

)

+
M′M′

2d0M
, M′ ≡ dM

dΦ
, Φ ≡ r2

2
(20)

where the notationΦ ≡ r2/2 is introduced to simplify the algebra later on, and

M = d0M +m1, M = m0

(

r

r0

)2

+ 2

√

m0m1

d0

(

r

r0

)

. (21)

As before,M quantifies the mount of mass inside a sphere of radiusr whilst m1 an arbitrary constant
having units of mass which quantifies the perturbation from theD = 2 equilibrium universe. The dimen-
sionless constantd0 can be determined by noting that the special casem1 = 0 must recover the equilibrium
(inertial) case, which requiresA = const andB = 0. Reference to the above shows that this can only
happen ifd0 = 1, and so this value is assumed from hereon.

A.1 Interpretation Issues

The equilibrium case (V = const) of globally inertial conditions arises whend0 = 1, m1 = 0 and
M(r) = m0r

2/r2

0
about any centre. SinceM(r) (in the form ofM) is interpreted as the amount of

mass in a sphere of radiusr, then it follows immediately that globally inertial conditions are irreducibly
associated with a fractalD = 2 mass distribution. However, it was noted in Roscoe [2002a] that this mass
exists in the form of a ‘quasi-photon’ gas - that is, it consists of primitive particles moving in arbitrary
directions but in otherwise identical states of motion, in direct analogy with photons in a vacuum. For this
reason, we interpreted it as a ‘quasi-classical’ vacuum gasand noted that, assuming conventional material
‘condenses’ out of this vacuum gas in some way - perhaps by collision processes - then the theory provided
a direct way of understanding the observedD ≈ 2 distribution of galaxies on medium scales.

In the present case, we consider perturbations ofM that are not generally spherically symmetric.
This has the direct result that our interpretation ofM must necessarily evolve such that our original
understanding is included as a special case.



B Newtonian Gravitation For Test Particles

In this section, we establish the principle that classical Newtonian gravitation can be recovered as a point-
mass perturbation of theD = 2 equilibrium universe,M = m0r

2/r2

0
where we rememberg0 ≡ m0/r

2

0
is

a global constant. But, as a by-product of this analysis, we also establish that the point-mass perturbation
necessarily picks up its conventional mass properties via aglobal interaction - as required by conventional
interpretations of Mach’s Principle.

We consider the most simple possible perturbation of theD = 2 distribution (in fact, the original one
given in Roscoe [2002a])which (21) (withd0 = 1) shows is given by

M =

(√
m0

r0
r +

√
m1

)2

(22)

where the coordinate origin,r = 0, is the position of the perturbing mass.
The general form of the potential function,V , generated by an arbitrary spherically symmetric mass

distribution,M, is given by (19) with (20); consequently, to consider the circumstances under which (19)
gives rise to Newtonian gravitation - if at all - it is only necessary to consider the structure of this potential
whenM is defined by (22). However, this form of the potential function is an explicit function ofr andṙ,
which makes analysis more difficult. A more convenient form,expressed purely in terms ofr, is given in
[2002a]. For the particular cased0 = 1, this is given by:

V (r) = −2v2

0

r

√

m1

g0

− 1

r3

√

m1

g0

(

2m1v
2

0

g0

− h2

)

− 1

2r4

m1

g0

(

m1v
2

0

g0

− h2

)

(23)

whereh is the classical angular momentum. This can only become afirst orderapproximation for potential
of classical Newtonian theory if

2v2

0

√

m1

g0

= γ MS (24)

whereMS is the conventional mass of the central disturbing distribution, γ is the usual gravitational
constant and we remember thatm1, which has units of mass, is a quantitative measure of the perturbing
disturbance in the equilibrium universe. This relation is extremely interesting since, ifγ is a global constant
as we believe, then it effectively states that

MS =
√

M0m1

whereM0 is a global scaling constant with dimensions of mass. In other words, the perturbing disturbance,
quantified by the parameterm1 originally, picks up its conventional mass properties via aglobal interaction
- which is a common interpretation of Mach’s Principle.

In terms of (24), then (23) becomes

V (r) = −γMS

r
− γMS

r3





(

γMS

2v2
0

)2

− h2

2v2
0



− γMS

r4





(

γMS

2v2
0

)2

− h2

v2
0





γMS

8v2
0

.

It is clear from this expression that standard Newtonian results will be reproduced, providedv2

0
is suffi-

ciently large.



C The Two-Body Problem

We know from the Newtonian analysis that the two-body problem is essentially spherically symmetric.
Consequently, the two-body mass functionM necessarily has a structure similar to the one-body case,
given at (22), except that an extra degree of freedom must be accounted for. This can be most easily
accomplished by a mass-function similar to:

M = m0

(

r

r0

)2

+m1

(

r

r0

)

+m2 (25)

where(m1, m2) have the dimensions of mass, and will be functions of the masses of the perturbing sources.
A similar analysis to that of the one-particle case producesa relation similar to (24) - with the major

difference thatMS is replaced by the Newtonian expression for the effective gravitational mass at the
mass-centre of a two-body system.

D Global Momentum Conservation And Consequences ForM
Having established how classical Newtonian gravitation can, in principle, arise as a point-mass perturba-
tion of the inertial fractalD = 2 universe, we can consider the question of point-mass perturbations by
an ensemble ofN conventional particle masses. But this automatically raises the question of momentum
conservation in the ensemble, which we consider here.

We find the remarkable result that momentum conservation in the finite ensemble of particles requires
that the distribution of vacuum mass,M, must be expressible as anevenfunction ofmr, wherem is
the inertial mass of an arbitrarily chosen ensemble particle, andr is its position defined with respect to
the ensemble mass centre. This then leads to atentativereinterpretation ofM as a measure of the total
vacuum mass detected by a particle of inertial massm at positionr - or, to be more specific, it suggests
thatM(mr) is a measure of the total vacuum mass contained with the levelsurface which passes through
the pointR ≡ |m|r.

However, since we are also accustomed to thinking that, within a gravitating particle ensemble, the
orbit of a particular massm is a function of the distribution of the other masses within the ensemble, then
it would appear that the measure of total vacuum mass,M(mr), within the level surfacemust alsobe a
measure of the total inertial mass of the finite particle ensemble. The implication is that there is a deep
association between the inertial masses of the particles inthe ensemble and the vacuum mass.

We adopt the tenative working interpretation that, for the casem = 1, thenM(r) is a measure of the
inertial mass contained within the level surface which passes through the point which has position vector
r with respect to the ensemble mass centre.

D.1 The Details

Firstly, since we have a finite ensemble embedded in an equilibrium background, we can suppose that all
discussion of momentum conservation can be referred to the mass centre of the ensemble, and that this
mass centre is in dynamic equilibrium with the background.

For any system of particles of massesM1, ...,MN , described from a centre-of-mass frame, the inte-
grated momentum-conservation equation becomes

M1R
1 +M2R

2 + ...+MNR
N = 0.



The masses appearing in this equation are now arbitrarily partitioned into the pair of ensemblesM1, ...,Mk−1

andMk, ...,MN . Defining the mass of the whole system asM , and the mass of the ensembleM1, ...,Mk−1

asm, then the foregoing equation can be written as

mr + (M −m)R = 0,

wherer andR are the respective mass-centres of the two, arbitrarily defined, particle ensembles defined
with respect to the mass centre of the whole ensemble. Any interaction can then be considered as being
between the particle ensemble of massm (which can represent a planet or star or galaxy, etc) and the
rest of the ensemble, having massM −m. Whatever the details of this interaction, these two particle
ensembles must, together, evolve from their initial state in such a way that linear momentum is conserved
for all t > 0 so that, always,

mr = −(M −m)R. (26)

Now, we know from classical Newtonian theory that the two-body problem can be reduced to spherically
symmetric form, and so we can expect the same here. Consequently, from the point of view of either
of the two bodies, perturbations of the mass function,M, are also spherically symmetric about the en-
semble mass centre. But, it is easily shown that the equations of motion for the spherically symmetric
system (Roscoe [2002a]) are scale-invariant underr = λR for non-zero constantλ, up to unspecified
M. Consequently, under (26), the structure of the equations of motion remains unchanged up toM
not specified. It follows that ifM is anevenfunction ofmr then the equations of motion formr will
transform intoidenticalequations of motion for(M −m)R under (26) so that, with the initial condition
mr(0) = −(M −m)R(0), the calculated trajectories will satisfymr = −(M −m)R for all time. It is
easily seen that no other form ofM has this property. It follows that, for global momentum conservation,
M must be an even function ofmr - as stated.

E The Three-Body Problem

We now consider the structure ofM appropriate to the non-spherical case. A ‘degrees of freedom’ argu-
ment clarifies the situation - note that we make the fundamental assumption that individual particle masses
in the perturbing ensemble have no intrinsic angular momentum.

Firstly, consider a two-body system: notionally, in the absence of intrinsic angular momentum, each
particle mass in the system has six degrees of freedom consisting of three positional and three kinematic.
However, in this simple system, once these are set for one mass, momentum conservation fixes everything
for the second mass and so there are only six degrees of freedom in total for this case. But the equations of
motion for the ‘free’ body in this system are second order in three components, and therefore require all
six of these degrees of freedom for their closure. It followsthatM need contain no freedom to describe
any positional or kinematic qualities of the detected mass distribution it describes, and this is reflected in
the simple structure of (25).

Now consider what happens when a third perturbing mass is introduced: Ifm1 is any one of the three
masses in the system, thenM(m1r) quantifies the total effective gravitational mass detectedby m1 at
positionr, and provides the basis for the equations of motion ofm1, and these equations of motion still
require only six degrees of freedom for their closure. However, the introduction of the third perturbing
mass has introduced six extra degrees of freedom into the system which, since these degrees of freedom



are not required by the equations of motion form1 , must therefore be incorporated into the mass function
M itself.

Introducing the notationr ≡< r|r >1/2≡< r |I|r >1/2, whereI is the unit matrix, and bearing in mind
the idea that, at large distances from the mass centre, we might expectM(mr) for any finite ensemble to
behave like a point-perturbation, then the most obvious perturbation of (25) having the structureM(mr),
and which incorporates the required six degrees of freedom,is given by

M = κ0m
2r2 + κ1m < r|I|r >1/2 +κ2 + κ3m

−1 < r|A|r >−1/2, (27)

wherem is the mass of the chosen particle andA is a positive (semi) definite3× 3 matrix which provides
the required extra degrees of freedom. The restriction ofA to positive (semi) definiteness is imposed by
the square-root operation and this, in turn, is what limitsA to contain only six free parameters.

F TheN -Body Problem

The generalization toN bodies (each one requiring six degrees of freedom) is now fairly obvious, and is
given by

M(mr) = κ0m
2r2 +

N−2
∑

j=1

κjm
2−j < r|Ak|r >1−j/2, N > 2, (28)

whereκj , (j = 1, ..., N − 2) are constants which are independent of the chosen mass, andAj, (j =
1, ..., N − 2, N > 2) is a class of positive (semi) definite matrices andA1 ≡ I.

The equations of motion form are defined in terms of thisM, and there will be similar definitions
for each of the other masses in the system. Since the mass detected by any chosen mass is the whole
system sans the chosen mass itself, it follows that, in the most general situation, each individual particle
mass in the perturbing ensemble will have its own unique set of Ak matrices. However, situations of high
symmetry can be imagined in which every mass in the ensemble will detect identical things; it can also be
expected that circumstances will exist for whichA1 = A2 = ... = AN−2 for any chosen particle mass; in
such a case,M will attain a maximal simplicity for the chosen particle mass.

F.1 The Time-Invariant Subset

It remains to define the equations of motion which correspondto the mass function defined at (28). To
this end, we note that the arguments of Roscoe [2002a] which lead to the definition of the metric ten-
sor,gab, from the mass function,M, are strictly independent of any assumptions of spherical symmetry.
Consequently, we still have

gab ≡ ∇a∇bM ≡ ∂2M
∂xa∂xb

− Γk
ab

∂M
∂xk

, (29)

whereΓk
ab is determined by the metric affinity. This choice was made because it guarantees that appropriate

generalizations of the divergence theorems exist - which isnecessary if we are to have conservation laws.
Assuming this system implies a unique determination ofgab in terms ofM (as it does for the case of

arbitrary spherical symmetry), then the Lagrangian density L =
√

gijẋiẋj can defined, and the equations
of motion defined as the Euler-Lagrange equations. However,as pointed out in Roscoe [2002a], since the
variational principle arising from thisL is invariant with respect to arbitrary transformations of the ‘time’
parameter, then physical time has yet to be defined.



F.2 Physical Time Defined By The Self-Similarity Of Forces.

This problem of ‘physical time’ was resolved in Roscoe [2002a] by the application of the condition that
all accelerations are directed through the global mass-centre - but this condition arises partly from the
circumstance of spherical symmetry, and so is not appropriate to the general case being considered here.
However, as indicated in Roscoe [2002a], this latter condition actually represents an integrated form of the
fundamental Newtonian condition:

C0 The action between any two material particles is along the shortest path (a straight line, classically)
joining them.

Consequently, it is this part of the physics which has to be given appropriate expression in the present
circumstance, and which will complete the equations of motion.

The first relevant point in this connection is the recognition that the incomplete equations of motion are
scale invariant up to the specification of the mass functionM. The second relevant point is the recognition
that the statementC0above is also a scale-invariant statement. It follows that when the equations of motion
are completed by an appropriate application ofC0, they will remain scale-invariant up to the specification
of the mass function.

Let us therefore consider the hypothetically completed equations of motion for the chosen massm,
and suppose that they are represented as

F(r, ṙ, r̈,M(mr)) = 0, (30)

so the trajectory ofm is represented byr(t). SinceF must be scale-invariant up to the specification ofM
then, under the change of scaler = λR, (30) becomes

F(R, Ṙ, R̈,M(λmR)) = 0, (31)

which can be interpreted to mean that the trajectory of a chosen massλm is given byR(t).
Now consider a very special case: sincemr(t) in (30) satisfies the same equation asλmR(t) in (31)

then, for properly matched initial conditions,mr (t) = λmR(t), t ≥ 0. That is, under these specially
chosen initial conditions, the trajectoryR(t) of massλm is geometrically similar to the trajectoryr(t) of
massm.

But we now note that a sufficientdynamicalcondition for the trajectories to be geometrically similarin
this way (given the special initial conditions) is that the force system acting on massλm is geometrically
similar to the force system acting on massm. That is, if the resolved force components acting on the
chosen mass are denoted by(F1, F2, F3), then along any radial drawn from the system mass-centre we
have

F2

F1

= k0,
F3

F1

= k1 (32)

for parametersk0, k1 which are constant along any given radial direction. Of course, in cases of perfect
radial symmetry(k0, k1) will be global constants. Since, generally speaking, we do not expect the dynam-
ical constraints acting in a system to depend on the initial conditions, then we can take (32) to be a general
dynamical law in the system.

Finally, we note that, since (32) can only be deduced from thecompleted dynamical system (30),
then theincompletedynamical system can be completed by augmenting it with (32). In other words, the
application of (32) to the system is equivalent to applying the Newtonian lawC0.



G The Level-Surface Geometry For Very LargeN -Body Systems

The mass function for a chosen particle, massm, in a system ofN massive particles is defined at (28).
For N = 0 (the inertial fractalD = universe), the level surfaces ofM are spherical surfaces centred
anywhere. ForN = 1 they are spherical surfaces centred on the single perturbing mass. ForN = 2 they
are spherical surfaces centred on the mass-centre of the twoperturbing masses.

The addition of perturbing masses beyondN = 2 made it necessary to introduce successive ellipsoidal
perturbations ofM so that its level-surfaces will be successively perturbed to form a sequence of differing
level-surface structures. It is obvious that acloseddescription of the geometry ofM (and hence of an
analytic determination of these level surfaces) will be difficult (if not impossible) to calculate even for
N = 3, and almost certainly impossible for anyN which is moderately greater than this value.

However, there exists an alternative means of determining -at least qualitatively - the level-surface
geometry ofM for high-symmetry very largeN systems. Whatever these level-surfaces represent (for
example, surfaces of constantg-magnitude, as in the spherically symmetric case), they must be determined
by the bulk spatial and kinematic properties of the distributions concerned, and must therefore reflect any
symmetries possessed by these properties. Nature tells us that many largeN distributions (in the form of
galaxies) naturally form such structures as spiral discs, ellipsoids, rings etc which possess various forms of
high-symmetry. For example, in spiral galaxies, the spatial and kinematic information says ‘rotating disc’
and so we can reasonably deduce that the level-surfaces of any correspondingM must likewise possess
plane rotational symmetry. Similarly, the rotational symmetry of an elliptical galaxy about its long axis
and its reflective symmetry about the plane through the mass centre which contains the two minor axes,
provides corresponding information about the internal symmetries of itsM function.

Once a geometry for the level-surfaces in a given distribution has been identified (at least qualitatively),
then these level-surfaces can be used to parametrizeM - exactly as was done for the spherical analysis of
Roscoe [2002a]. For simple geometries such as spheres, discs and ellipsoids, this parametrization allows
(29) to be solved for the explicit form of the metric tensor,gab, in terms ofM and its derivatives with
respect to the parametrization. The equations of motion canthen be determined in the same form, and the
system completed by the ‘similarity of forces’ condition developed in§F.2.

H Completion of the Dynamical System: Details

We require a quantitative expression for (13) in the particular geometry of our disc. We begin by noting
that, from (10), we have

ds2 = M′dxidxjδij + M′′xixjdxidxj

= M′

(

dR2 +R2dθ2
)

+ M′′R2dR2

=
(

M′ +R2M′′

)

dR2 + M′R2dθ2

=
{

S0

√
M′ +R2M′′ dR R̂ + S1

√
M′Rdθ θ̂

}2

.

where we have introduced the orthogonal unit vectors,R̂ andθ̂, and whereS0 = ±1 andS1 = ±1 and are
independent. Consequently,

ds =
{

S0

√
M′ +R2M′′ dR R̂ + S1

√
M′Rdθ θ̂

}

,



so that the vector velocity is given as:

V =
{

S0

√
M′ +R2M′′ Ṙ R̂ + S1

√
M′R θ̇ θ̂

}

. (33)

From this,we can now calculate the vector acceleration as:

V̇ =

{

S0

3M′′ + 2ΦM′′′

2
√
M′ + 2ΦM′′

R Ṙ2 + S0

√
M′ + 2ΦM′′ R̈ − S1

√
M′R θ̇2

}

R̂

+

{

S0

√
M′ + 2ΦM′′ Ṙ θ̇ + S1

M′′

2
√
M′

R2 Ṙ θ̇ + S1

√
M′

(

Ṙ θ̇ + R θ̈
)

}

θ̂.

Hence, using2Φ ≡ R2, the condition (13) becomes:
{√

M′ + M′′R2 Ṙ θ̇ + S
M′′

2
√
M′

R2 Ṙ θ̇ + S
√
M′

(

Ṙ θ̇ + R θ̈
)

}

= k0

{

3M′′ + M′′′R2

2
√
M′ + M′′R2

R Ṙ2 +
√
M′ + M′′R2 R̈ − S

√
M′R θ̇2

}

whereS = ±1. This can be rearranged as:

S
√
M′ R θ̈ − k0

√
M′ + M′′R2 R̈

= −
[√

M′ + M′′R2 + S
M′′

2
√
M′

R2 + S
√
M′

]

Ṙ θ̇

+ k0

{

3M′′ + M′′′R2

2
√
M′ + M′′R2

R Ṙ2 − S
√
M′R θ̇2

}

.

Using the identities

R̈ ≡ Ṙ
dṘ

dR
, θ̈ ≡ Ṙ

R

d(Rθ̇)

dR
− Ṙ

R2
(R θ̇)

together withVR ≡ Ṙ andVθ ≡ R θ̇, then this last equation becomes:

− k0 S

√

M′ + M′′R2

M′
VR

dVR

dR
+ VR

dVθ

dR
= −



S

√

M′ + M′′R2

M′
+

M′′

2M′
R2





VR Vθ

R

+ k0



S
3M′′ + M′′′R2

2
√

(M′)2 + M′M′′R2

RVR
2 − V 2

θ

R



 . (34)
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